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Abstract
We discuss the phenomenology of the lightest neutralino in models where an
eective bilinear term in the superpotential parametrizes the explicit breaking of
R-parity. We consider supergravity scenarios where the lightest supersymmetric
particle (LSP) is the lightest neutralino and which can be explored at LEP2. We
present a detailed study of the LSP decay properties and general features of the
corresponding signals expected at LEP2.
1 Introduction
The search for supersymmetry (SUSY) plays an important role in the experimental pro-
grams of existing high energy colliders like LEP2, HERA and the Tevatron. It will play
an even more important role at future colliders like LHC or a linear e+e− collider. So
far most of the eort in searching for supersymmetric signatures has been conned to the
framework of R{parity-conserving [1] realizations. Recent data on solar and atmospheric
neutrinos strongly indicate the need for neutrino conversions [2, 3]. Motivated by this
there has been in the last few years a substantial interest in R-parity violating models [4].
The violation of R-parity could arise explicitly as a residual eect of some larger unied
theory [5], or spontaneously, through nonzero vacuum expectation values (VEV’s) for
scalar neutrinos [6, 7]. In the rst case there is a large number of unknown parameters
characterizing the superpotential of these models, so that for simplicity these eects are
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usually studied assuming in an ad hoc way that only a few dominant terms break R-parity
explicitly, usually only one.
We prefer theoretical scenarios which break R{parity only as a result of the properties
of the vacuum [8]. There are two generic cases of spontaneous R-parity breaking models.
In the rst case lepton number is part of the gauge symmetry and there is a new gauge
boson Z 0 which gets mass via the Higgs mechanism [9]. In this model the lightest SUSY
particle (LSP) is in general a neutralino which decays, therefore breaking R-parity. The
LSP decays mostly to visible states such as
~01 ! f f; (1)
where f denotes a charged fermion. These decays are mediated by the Z-boson or by
the exchange of scalars. In the second class of models there appears a physical massless
Nambu-Goldstone boson, called majoron. The latter arises in SU(2)⊗U(1) models where
the breaking of R-parity occurs spontaneously. In this case the majoron is the LSP, which
is stable because it is massless (or nearly so). It leads to an additional invisible decay
mode ~01 !  + J , which is R-parity conserving since the majoron has a large R-odd
singlet sneutrino component [10, 11]. This decay is absent if lepton number is gauged, as
the majoron is eaten up by a massive additional Z boson.
Although models with spontaneous R-parity breaking [9, 10, 11] usually contain addi-
tional elds not present in the MSSM in order to drive the violation of R-parity (expected
to lie in the TeV range) they are characterized by much fewer parameters than mod-
els with explicit breaking of R{parity. Indeed most models with spontaneous R-parity
breaking are eectively characterized by much fewer parameters, mainly by three explicit
bilinear R-parity breaking terms [12]. This renders a systematic way to study R-parity
breaking signals [13, 14, 15] and leads to eects that can be large enough to be experi-
mentally observable, even in the case where neutrino masses are as small as indicated by
the simplest interpretation of solar and atmospheric neutrino data [4]. Moreover R-parity
violating interactions follow a specic pattern which can be easily characterized. These
features have been exploited in order to describe the R-parity violating signals expected
for chargino production at LEP II [16].
Here we consider the phenomenology of the lightest neutralino in the simplest and well
motivated class of models with an eective explicit R-parity breaking characterized by a
single bilinear superpotential term [17]. Apart from the absence of the majoron-emitting
~01 decays (which are absent in majoron-less models with spontaneous breaking of R-
parity) this bilinear model mimics all features of neutralino decay properties relevant
for our analysis. For simplicity and for deniteness we consider supergravity scenarios
where the lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) is the lightest neutralino. We present
a detailed study of the LSP decay properties and general features of the corresponding
signals expected at LEP2.
2 The model



























where i; j = 1; 2; 3 are generation indices, a; b = 1; 2 are SU(2) indices, and " is a com-
pletely antisymmetric 2  2 matrix, with "12 = 1. The symbol \hat" over each letter
indicates a supereld, with Q̂i, L̂i, Ĥ1, and Ĥ2 being SU(2) doublets with hypercharges





, and 2 respectively. The couplings hU , hD and hE are 3 3 Yukawa matrices, and
 and i are parameters with units of mass.














































































Note that, in the presence of soft supersymmetry breaking terms the bilinear terms
i can not be rotated away, since the rotation that eliminates it reintroduces an R{
parity violating trilinear term, as well as a sneutrino vacuum expectation value [17]. This
happens even in the case where universal boundary conditions are adopted for the soft
breaking terms at the unication scale, since universality will be eectively broken at the
weak scale due to calculable renormalization eects. For deniteness and simplicity we
will adopt this assumption throughout this paper.
Although for the discussion of flavour{changing processes, such as neutrino oscilla-
tions involving all three generations, it is important to consider the full three-generation
structure of the model, for the following discussion of neutralino decay properties it will
suce to assume R-parity Violation (RPV) only in the third generation, as a rst ap-
proximation. In this case we will omit the labels i; j in the superptotential and the soft
breaking terms [17, 18]


















+ mass terms: (5)
This amounts to neglecting the Rp= eects in the two rst families.
The bilinear terms in Eqs. (4) and (5) lead to a mixing between the charginos and the













As in the MSSM, the chargino mass matrix is diagonalized by two rotation matrices U
and V
UMCV−1 =




The lightest eigenstate of this mass matrix must be the tau lepton () and so the mass
is constrained to be 1.7771 GeV. As explained in [19] the tau Yukawa coupling becomes
a function of the SUSY parameters appearing in the mass matrix.
The neutralino mass matrix is given by:
MN =

M1 0 −g1vd g1vu −g1v3
0 M2 g2vd −g2vu g2v3
−g1vd g2vd 0 − 0
g1vu −g2vu − 0 3
−g1v3 g2v3 0 3 0
 : (8)
This matrix is diagonalised by a 5 5 unitary matrix N,
0i = Nij 
0
j ; (9)
where  0j = (−i ~B;−i ~W3; ~Hd; ~Hu; τ ).










(vuAu − vd + 3v3)
hup
2
(vuAu − vd + 3v3) M2U + 12v2uhu2 + UR
]
(10)























g02)(v2d − v2u + v23), DL = 18( − g2 − 13g02)(v2d − v2u + v23), UR =
1
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3)=2. The mass eigenstates are given by q˜1 = q˜L cos q˜ + q˜R sin q˜ and
























In addition the charged Higgs bosons mix with charged sleptons and the real (imag-
inary) parts of the sneutrino mix the scalar (pseudoscalar) Higgs bosons. The formulas
can be found in [19, 20] and are reproduced, for completeness, in the appendix.
3 Numerical results
In this section we present numerical predictions for the lightest and second lightest neu-
tralino production cross sections in e+e− collisions, namely, e+e− ! ~01 ~01; ~01 ~02. Moreover
we will characterize in detail all branching ratios for the lightest neutralino decays, which
violate R-parity.
The relevant parameters include the Rp= parameters and the standard SUSY parameters
M1/2, m0, tan , where M1/2 is the common gaugino mass, m0 the common scalar mass
and tan  the ratio of the vacuum expectation values of the Higgs elds. The absolute
value of  is xed by radiative breaking of electroweak symmetry. We take  positive
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to be in agreement with the b ! sγ decay [21]. As representative values of tan  we
take tan = 3 and 50. It is a feature of models with purely spontaneous breaking of
R{parity that neutrinos acquire a mass only due to the violation of R-parity [6, 7, 22].
This feature also applies to models characterized by purely bilinear breaking of R{parity,
like our reference model charaterized by Eqs. (4) and (5). As a result the Rp= violating
parameters are directly related with mν3 , the mass of the neutrino 3, which is generated
due to the mixing implicit in Eq. 8.
3.1 Neutralino Production
While the violation of R{parity would allow for the single production of supersymmetric
particles [13] for the assumed values of the Rp= violation parameters indicated by the
simplest interpretation of solar and atmospheric neutrino data [2, 3], these cross sections
are typically too small to be observable. As a result neutralino production at LEP2 in
our model typically occurs in pairs with essentially standard MSSM cross sections. In
Fig. 1a and b we show the production cross sections for e+e− ! ~01 ~01 and e+e− ! ~01 ~02
as a function of mχ˜01 at
p
s = 205 GeV for tan = 3 and tan = 50 respectively, varying
M1/2 between 90 GeV and 260 GeV and m0 between 50 GeV and 500 GeV. One can see
that, indeed, these results are identical to those obtained in the MSSM. The dierent





production cross section can reach approximatly 1 pb. In our calculation we have used
the formula as given in [23] and, in addition, we have included initial state radiation
(ISR) using the formula given in [24]. Note that ~eL and ~eR are exchanged in the t- and
u-channel implying that a large fraction of the neutralinos will be produced in the forward
and backward directions.
In order to show more explicitly the dependence of the cross sections on the parameters
m0 and M1/2 we plot in Fig. 2a and b the contour lines of (e
+e− ! ~01 ~01) in the m0-
M1/2 plane at
p
s = 205 GeV for tan = 3 and tan = 50. The contour lines for
(e+e− ! ~01 ~02) are given in Fig. 2c and d.
3.2 Neutralino Decay Length
If unprotected by the ad hoc assumption of R{parity conservation the LSP will decay
as a result of gauge boson, squark, slepton and Higgs boson exchanges. The relevant
contributions to these decay are given in Table 1. The Feynman diagrams for the decays
not involving taus, i.e. ~01 ! 3f f (f = e, e, , µ, u, d, c, s, b) are shown explicitly in
Fig. 3.
For the observability of the R-parity violating eects it is crucial that with this choice
of parameters the LSP will decay most of the time inside the detector. The neutralino
decay path expected at LEP2 depends crucially on the values of Rp= violating parameters
or, equivalently, on the value of the heaviest neutrino mass, mν3 . We x the value of
mν3 as indicated by the analyses of the atmospheric neutrino data [3]. It is important to
note that, as explained in [4], due to the projective nature of the neutrino mass matrix
[7], only one of the three neutrinos picks up a mass in tree approximation. This means
that, neglecting radiative corrections which give small masses to the rst two neutrinos
in order to account for the solar neutrino data, the neutralino decay length scale is set
5








tan β = 3
e+e− ! ~χ01 ~χ02
e+e− ! ~χ01 ~χ01
mχ˜01 [GeV]








tan β = 50
e+e− ! ~χ01 ~χ02
e+e− ! ~χ01 ~χ01
mχ˜01 [GeV]
Figure 1: Production cross sections e+e− ! ~01 ~01 and e+e− ! ~01 ~02 in fb as a function
of mχ˜01 for
p
s = 205 GeV, 50 GeV < m0 < 500 GeV, 90 GeV < M1/2 < 270 GeV, a)
tan = 3, and b) tan = 50. ISR corrections are included.
mainly by the tree{level value of mν3. In ref. [4] we have explicitly shown that this is a
good approximation for most points in parameter space.
In Fig. 4a we plot the ~01 decay length in cm expected at LEP2 for
p
s = 205 GeV, as
a function of neutrino mass mν3, for dierent mχ˜01 between 60 and 90 GeV, with m0 = 100
GeV, and tan = 3. As can be seen the expected neutralino decay length is typically such
that the decays occur inside the detector, leading to a drastic modication of the SUSY
signals. An equivalent way of presenting the neutralino decay path at LEP2 is displayed
in Fig. 4b, which gives the decay length of ~01 as a function of mχ˜01 for mν3 = 0:01,
0.1, and 1 eV. Finally, we show the dependence of the neutralino decay path on the
supergravity parameters xing the magnitude of Rp= violating parameters or, equivalently,
the magnitude of the heaviest neutrino mass, mν3 . In Fig. 5a and b we plot the contour
lines of the decay length of ~01 in the m0-M1/2 plane for mν3 = 0:06 eV, tan  = 3 and 50.
For large values of tan the total decay width increases and, correspondingly, the decay
path decreases due to the tau Yukawa coupling and the bottom Yukawa coupling.
3.3 Neutralino Branching Ratios
As discussed in the beginning of this section, the lightest neutralino ~01 will typically decay
in the detector. In the following we present our results for the branching ratios of all R-
parity violating 3-body decay of ~01, and of the radiative decay ~
0
1 ! 3γ. The Feynman
diagrams for the decays ~01 ! 3f f (f = e, e, , µ, u, d, c, s, b) are shown in Fig. 3. For
this class of decays we have Z0, P 0i , and S
0
j exchange in the direct channel (Fig. 3a and b)
and ~f exchange in the crossed channels (Fig. 3c and d). In particular in the case f = b the
P 0i and S
0
j exchange contributions are signicant. This is quite analogous to the results
6
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Figure 2: Contour lines of the production cross sections in fb, in the m0{M1/2 plane forp
s = 205 GeV, a) e+e− ! ~01 ~01, tan = 3, b) e+e− ! ~01 ~01, tan = 50, c) e+e− ! ~01 ~02,




























Figure 3: Feynman graphs for the decay ~01 ! 3 f f where f 6=  .
found in [25] for ~02 ! ~01f f decays. The particles exchanged in the s-, t-, and u-channel
for the decays ~01 ! ll, (l = e; ), ~01 ! qq0 (q; q0 = u; d; s; c), ~01 ! −+l, and
~01 ! 33 are given in Table 1 .
In the calculations we have included all mixing eects, in particular the standard
MSSM ~fL− ~fR mixing eects and those induced by the bilinear R-parity violating terms,
i.e. Re(~τ )− h0 −H0, Im(~3)− A0 − G0, [26], ~L,R −H − G [19], τ - ~0i [22], and 
- ~−j mixings [13]. These mixing eects are particularly important in the calculations of
the various R-parity violating decay rates of ~01, which are discussed below.
In the following plots Fig. 6 - 13 we show contour lines in the m0-M1/2 plane for
the branching ratios in % of the various ~01 decays, in (a) for tan  = 3 and in (b) for
tan = 50. We have xed the mass of the heaviest neutrino to mν3 = 0:06 eV [3]. It turns
out that in the range 10−2 eV  mν3  1 keV all the branching ratios shown are rather
insensitive to the actual value of mν3. This is an important feature of our supergravity{
type R-parity violating model. Also note that for M1/2 > 220 GeV the neutralino mass
becomes larger than mW and mZ so that ~
0
1 decays into real W and Z are possible. The
eects of this real decays can be seen for M1/2 > 220 GeV in most of the following plots.
Fig. 6a and b exhibit the contour lines for the branching ratio of the invisible decay
~01 ! 3 . This branching ratio can reach 5% for the parameters chosen. In Fig. 7
and 8 we show the branching ratio for the decays into ~01 ! 3 l+ l− and ~01 ! 3 q q
where l and q denote the leptons and quarks of the rst two generations, summed over
all flavors. These branching ratios can go up to 2% and 20%, respectively. Notice that
the sneutrino, slepton, and squark exchange contributions to the ~01 decays become larger
with increasing m0, despite the fact that the increase in the scalar masses mν˜ , ml˜, mq˜
suppresses these exchange contributions. This trend can also be observed in Fig. 8, 9
and 10. This happens because the tadpole equations correlate  to m0. Increasing 
8


























Figure 4: Decay length of the lightest neutralino in cm for
p
s = 205 GeV, a) as a function
of mν3 for mχ˜01 = 60; 70; 80, and 90 GeV, b) as a function of mχ˜01 for mν3 = 0:01; 0:1, and
1 eV.
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Figure 5: Decay length of the lightest neutralino in cm in the m0{M1/2 plane for
p
s =
205 GeV, a) tan  = 3, and b) tan = 50.
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Figure 6: Branching ratios for ~01 ! 3  in % in the m0{M1/2 plane for a) tan = 3, and
b) tan  = 50.
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Figure 7: Branching ratios for ~01 ! 3 l+ l− in % in the m0{M1/2 plane for a) tan = 3,
and b) tan  = 50. Here l is the sum of e and .
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Decay mode exchanged particle channel
~01 ! 3 3 Z, S0i , P 0j s
Z, S0i , P
0
j t
Z, S0i , P
0
j u
~01 ! 3 l l (l = e; ) Z s
~l t
~l u
~01 ! 3 f f (f = e; ; u; d; s; c; b) Z, S0i , P 0j s
~f1,2 t
~f1,2 u
~01 ! 3 + − Z, S0i , P 0j s
W−, S−k t
W+, S+k u
~01 ! l  l (l = e; ) W, Sk s
~l1,2 t
~l u





Table 1: Contributions involved in the lightest neutralino 3-body decay modes. The s-,
t-, and u-channels are dened by: s = (p1 − p2)2, t = (p1 − p3)2, and u = (p1 − p4)2. See
also Fig. 3.
while keeping M1 and M2 xed implies increasing the gaugino content of ~
0
1 and, hence,
enhancing the ~01-f -
~f couplings.
In Fig. 9 and 10 we show the contour lines for the branching ratios of the LSP decays
involving a single tau, namely ~01 ! l  l and ~01 !  q q0 where l, q, and q0 are
summed over the rst two generations. The branching for these decay modes can reach
up to 20% and 60% respectively. For M1/2 > 220 GeV decays into real W dominate. If
this is the case and if both ~01 produced in e
+e− ! ~01 ~01 decay according to these modes
this would lead to very distinctive nal states, such as 4j++, ++l−l− (l = e; ),
or ++e−−. The full list of expected signals is given in Table 2 . The rst column
in this table species the two pairs of ~01 decay modes, while the second one gives the
corresponding signature. In the last column we state whether the corresponding signature
exists for e+e− ! ~01 ~02 production within the MSSM.
The LSP decays involving only third generation fermions, namely, ~01 ! 3 bb and
~01 ! 3 + − are dierent from those into the rst and second generation fermion pairs,
because the Higgs boson exchanges and the Yukawa terms play a very important ro^le.
This can be seen in Fig. 11 and 12 , where we plot the contour lines for these decays. The
branching ratio of ~01 ! 3 bb can reach up to 95%. The decay rate is large because the
scalar exchange contributions (S0j ; P
0
j ;
~bk) are large for M1/2 < 200 GeV. Note that this is
also the case for tan  = 3, because not only the neutrino-neutralino mixing proportional
to mν3 is important but also the neutrino-higgsino mixing proportional to 3=. The
11
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Figure 8: Branching ratios for ~01 ! 3 q q in % in the m0{M1/2 plane for a) tan = 3,
and b) tan  = 50. Here q is the sum over u, d, s, and c.
decrease of the branching ratio with increasing m0 is due to the decrease of the higgsino
component of ~01 and the increase of the Higgs boson masses. For M1/2 > 200 GeV the
decays into real W+ and Z0 are possible, reducing the branching ratio of ~01 ! 3 bb.
As shown in Fig. 11 the branching ratio for ~01 ! 3 + − is very small for tan  = 3
and M1/2 < 200 GeV. This is due to the destructive interference between Z0 contribution
and the contributions of the exchanged charged scalar particles (mainly due to the stau
components of Sk ). For tan = 50 and M1/2 < 170 GeV the ratio of the branching ratios
BR(~01 ! 3 bb)=BR(~01 ! 3 + −) is essentially given by the ratio of the corresponding
Yukawa couplings squared and the color factor.
Finally we have also considered the radiative LSP decay mode ~01 ! 3 γ [27]. In
Fig. 13 the branching ratio for this mode is shown. This decay proceeds only at one-loop
level and therefore is in general suppressed compared to the three-body decay modes.
However, for M1/2 < 125 GeV and large tan it exceeds 1%, leading to interesting sig-
natures like e+e− ! ~01 ~01 !   γ + pT= . Due to initial state radiation it can easily
happen that a second photon is observed in the same event.
The complete list of possible signatures stemming from LSP decays in our bilinear Rp=
model is shown in Table 2 . In this table we also indicate whether the same signal could
also arise in the MSSM as a result of e+e− ! ~01 ~02 followed by the MSSM decay modes
of ~02 if its production is kinematically allowed. The nal states 4 jets + pT= ,  + 2 jets





However one expects in general that these decay modes are suppressed within the MSSM.
In contrast in the R-parity violating case these signatures can be rather large as can be
seen from Fig. 9 and 10. Note moreover, that some of the Rp= signatures are practically
12
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Figure 9: Branching ratios for ~01 ! l  l in % in the m0{M1/2 plane for a) tan = 3,
and b) tan  = 50. Here l is the sum of e and .
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Figure 10: Branching ratios for ~01 !  q q0 in % in the m0{M1/2 plane for a) tan = 3,
and b) tan  = 50. Here q is the sum over u, d, s, and c.
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Figure 11: Branching ratios for ~01 ! 3 bb in % in the m0{M1/2 plane for a) tan = 3,
and b) tan  = 50.
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Figure 12: Branching ratios for ~01 ! 3 + − in % in the m0{M1/2 plane for a) tan = 3,
and b) tan  = 50.
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Combination of ~01 decay modes signature MSSM-like
(3 ) (3 ) pT= yes
(3 ) (3l
+l−) 2 leptons + pT= yes
(3 ) (3qq) 2 jets + pT= yes
(3 ) (3bb)
(3 ) (l
l) with l = e;   + (e or ) + pT= yes, but suppressed
(3 ) (qq0)  + 2 jets + pT= yes, but suppressed
(3 ) (3 γ) γ + pT= yes
(3l
+l−) (3l0
+l0−) 4 leptons + pT= no
(3l




+l−) (ll) with l = e;   + 3 (e and/or ) + pT= no
(3
+−) (ll) with l = e;  3  + (e or ) + pT= no
(3l
+l−) (qq0)  + 2 leptons + 2 jets + pT= no
(3
+−) (qq0) 3  + 2 jets + pT= no
(3l
+l−) (3γ) 2 leptons + γ + pT= no
(3qq) (3qq)
(3qq) (3bb) 4 jets + pT= yes, but suppressed
(3bb) (3bb)
(3qq) (l
l) with l = e;   + (e or ) + 2 jets + pT= no
(3bb) (l
l) with l = e; 
(3qq) (
qq0)  + 4 jets + pT= no
(3bb) (
qq0)




)  + ll0 + pT= no
 + ll0 + pT= no
(l
l) (qq0)  + (e or ) + 2 jets + pT= no
 + (e or ) + 2 jets + pT= no
(l
l) (3γ)  + (e or ) + γ + pT= no
(qq0) (qq0)  + 4 jets + pT= no
 + 4 jets + pT= no
(qq0) (3γ)  + 2 jets + γ + pT= no
(3γ) (3γ) 2 γ + pT= no
Table 2: The signals expected from the process e+e− ! ~01 ~01 in the bilinear Rp= model.
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Figure 13: Branching ratios for ~01 ! 3 γ in % in the m0{M1/2 plane for a) tan = 3,
and b) tan  = 50.
background free. For example, due to Majorana nature of ~01, one can have two same{sign
 leptons + 4 jets + pT= . Other interesting signals are:  + 3 (e and/or ) + pT= , 3  + (e
or ) + pT= ,  + (e or ) + 2 jets + pT= ,  + 4 jets + pT= , 
 + (e or ) + 2 jets + pT= ,
or  + ll0 + pT= with l = e; .
4 Conclusions
We have studied the production of the lightest neutralino ~01 at LEP2 and the result-
ing phenomenology in models where an eective bilinear term in the superpotential
parametrizes the explicit breaking of R-parity. We have considered supergravity sce-
narios which can be explored at LEP2 in which the lightest neutralino is also the lightest
supersymmetric particle. We have presented a detailed study of the LSP ~01 decay prop-
erties and studied the general features of the corresponding signals expected at LEP2.
A detailed investigation of the possible detectability of the signals discussed in Table 2
taking into account realistic detector features is beyond the scope of this paper. Clearly,
existing LEP2 data are already probing the part of the parameter region which corre-
sponds to approximatly mχ˜01
< 40 GeV. Finally, we note that, in addition to important
modications in the ~01 decay properties, R-parity violating decay models lead also to new
interesting features in other decays, such as charged [19] and neutral [26] Higgs boson and
slepton decays, stop decays [28, 29, 20], and gluino cascade decays [30].
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A Scalar Mass Matrices
The mass matrix of the charged scalar sector follows from the quadratic terms in the










R ] For convenience reasons we will divide this 44 matrix into 22





























3)−B33 v3v2 + t2v2
]
and hτ is the tau Yukawa coupling.





1 − 14g2(v21 − v22) + 3 v1v3 −B33 v2v3 + t3v3 1p2hτ (Aτv1 − v2)
1p
2
hτ (Aτv1 − v2) m2R3 + 12h2τ (v21 + v23)− 14g02(v21 − v22 + v23)
]
The mixing between the charged Higgs sector and the stau sector is given by the following
2 2 block:
M2Hτ˜ =
[ −3 − 12h2τv1v3 + 14g2v1v3 −B33 + 14g2v2v3− 1p
2
hτ (3v2 + Aτv3) − 1p2hτ (v3 + 3v1)
]
(17)
As we see the charged Higgs bosons mix with charged sleptons. Similarly, the real (imag-
inary) parts of the sneutrino mix the scalar (pseudoscalar) Higgs bosons. The quadratic






































− B33 v3v2 + t2v2 −B33−3 −B33 3 v1v3 −B33 v2v3 + t3v3
 (19)
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The neutral CP-even scalar sector mass matrix in eq. (18) is given by
























2 −B33 v3v2 + t2v2 B33 − 14g2Zv2v3−3 + 14g2Zv1v3 B33 − 14g2Zv2v3 3 v1v3 − B33 v2v3 + 14g2Zv23 + t3v3

where we have dened g2Z  g2 + g02.
The three mass matrices in eqs. (14), (19), and (20) are diagonalized by rotation
matrices which dene the eigenvectors
S+ = RS±S
0+ ; P0 = RP0P
00 ; S0 = RS0S
00 ; (21)




























S0 for the CP{even neutral scalars.
The matrices RS±, RP 0 and RS0 specify the mixing between the Higgs sector and the
stau sector.







(TrM)2 − 4(M11M22 −M212 + M11M33 −M213 + M22M33 −M223)
(22)






in the MSSM limit) can be calculated exactly
with the previous formula.
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